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Series Editor's Preamble
Esoterists, or the generators of esoteric thought and practice, might not
think they "control" knowledge"-or wisdom. I suspect, rather, that
they feel participants in, or recipients of, revelations from within the
depths of their beings. But if the more 'Faustian' among them do admit
to a sense of power, perhaps thaumaturgic mastery, they would not like
the threat of an outside investigation of their arena. Yet esotericism, not
just as 'a field of interest,' but as respectable branch of study within the
discipline we variously call Comparative Religion, the History and
Phenomenology of Religion, Studies in Religion and so forth, has come
of age. Recent acts of analytic scholarship have brought on attempted
definitions of the esoteric and esoter[ic]ism, and the systematic
categorizing of their features, so as to demarcate a new, special agenda
for religious research, if not a new sub-discipline. A solid body of
critical scholars are now bent on unravelling the complex relationships
between 'gnostic,' 'hermetic,' 'esoteric,' 'pan- or theosophic' and
'occult[ic], currents, especially in Western thought. A cluster of
doughty investigators forged the way. I name Wilhelm Bousset and his
Hauptprobleme der Gnosis (1907), Auguste Viatte's Sources occultes
du Romantisme (1927), Carl Jung's Psychologie und Alchemie (1944),
Will-Erich Peuckert's Pansophie (1958), and Frances Yates' Giordano
Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition (1966), just to introduce important
pioneers and their best known books in this vast field. Pointing to the
future institutionally was the post-War appointment of Antoine Faivre
to a chair in the history of Esoteric and Mystical trends in modem and
contemporary Europe, at the Sorbonne. An interesting fin-de-siecle
Australian initiative was taken with the engagement of (the late) John
Cooper to lecture in the Zoroastrian and Gnostic traditions at the
University of Sydney (1996-8, with funding assistance from the
Theosophical Society). Of great significance is the recent creation of a
chair in Hermetic and related currents at the University of Amsterdam
(2000), filled by Wouter Hanegraaff, already acclaimed as an authority
on New Age religion. And just last year the University of Wales at
Lampeter took the cue with the establishment of a Centre for Western
Esotericism, under the direction ofNicholas Goodrick-Clarke.

Starting from Utrecht, with his Het grote en het kleine werk (1990),
it has been Hanegraaff who has laboured most to put the study of
esotericism on a (social) "scientific" basis. Although respectful, he
sought to take the methodological agenda away from 'true believing'
esoterists (perhaps Pierre Riffaud is the best of these writing today) or
defensive 'neo-Gnosticizers' (such as the eminent Dutch church
historian Gilles Quispel), and to categorize the propensities of
esotercism 'etically' rather than 'emically.' Faivre has been more
cautious, being used to 'having his feet in both the camps' of
practitioners and objective researchers; but still, he is prepared to
characterize an aire de famille about esoteric interests and working
assumptions. Faivre's opus is the largest of them all, with studies
impinging on Jacob Boehme (whom he takes as the founder of Westem
Christian esoterism), von Eckarthausen, and the Christian Kabbalists.
Even if the great body of relevant research has been on European
insights, the wider study of the world's religions-especially those of
the East-have long been drawn into esotericizing approaches to
religion and eventually into scholarly esotericism. A venerable theology
(or perennial philosophy) found outside the Bible was an object of
attention in the early modem period, with Zoroaster, sometimes also the
brahmins and Confucius, connected to it, and the mysteries of Jewish
Kabbalism were of recurrent fascination. In the course of time, access
to Indian scriptures from the end of the eighteenth century produced an
"Oriental Renaissance"-as the title of Raymond Schwab's important
book has it-with claims being made that the lost, previously veiled
source of the world's spiritual wisdom lay with the ancient Aryans or
Indo-Europeans of the Orient. This helps explain the pronounced
Indological elements in the thought of the Theosophical Society, even
in the speculations of renowned ex-Theosophist Rene Guenon. The
approach of 'traditionalism,' associated with the work of Frithjof
Schuon and Martin Lings, gave Sufism a high profile, and the
Indologist Ananda Coomaraswamy was a significant member of the
same 'camp.' However different the outcomes of their searches,
Theosophists and Traditionalists share a common interest in an
underlying esoterico-mystical foundation behind world religions.
Buddhologist Edward Conze, himself a quiet Theosophist, was ready to
call Buddhism a 'Gnosticism;' and Traditionalists would admit their
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penchant for ("lower case") gnostical and theosophical currents in
spiritual life.
Australian scholars are well known for their contributions to the
study of the Theosophical movement and the Traditionalist orientation.
John Cooper's editing of the Helena Petrovna Blavatsky
correspondence comes first to mind, along with lan Hooker's and
Gregory Tillett's studies of Charles Leadbeater, and Brendon French's
consideration of the "Masters" in Theosophical thought. Kenneth
("Harry") Oldmeadow has produced the most significant introductory
studies on Traditionalism. In all these achievements the Department of
Studies in Religion at the University of Sydney has provided a solid
base, as it did with the founding of the monograph series Gnostica
(1996- ), published out of Louvain, Belgium. Indeed, the first number
of that series consisted of the published doctoral thesis of the late
Robert Pretty, former Lecturer in Ecclesiastical History at Sydney, who
translated and commented on a remarkable dialogue between five
Gnostics and an orthodox Christian (ca. 290-300 CE). That will remind
us that Sydney has a long tradition of research into antique mystery
religions, gnosticism, and Manichaeism-from Samuel Angus, via
Raoul Mortley, to lain Gardner.
And now we have another Australian study on esoteric matters, this
time edited by Indologist Edward Crangle, who has paid immense
attention to the relation between esotericism and meditative. practice.
While two-thirds of this collection comprises historical, methodological
and theoretical studies, the last section moves research innovatively
towards less well traversed horizons. The gestation of this book, I
should make clear, has been elephantine in the making. Some of us
have become wiser in our evaluations of the esoteric tradition.
Interactions with professors Faivre and Hanegraaff, for example, would
now make me lay less stress on the secrecy motif than I have in my
own contribution here, and yet perhaps the less temperate way I have
put things will act as a foil to those wishing to read the secretive and
occluded quite out of the picture. Whatever qualifications the earliestproducing contributors might latterly make to their chapters, however,
the various explorations have been well worth the effort, and reveal the
rich texture of the subject matter for what it is. The question of who
controls knowledge, moreover, will not go away. Indeed, one is enticed
ix

to ask, in the light of this collection, whether putative academic,
religious or political control of knowledge is over sadly ephemeral
bodies of information, learnt by populations who really yearn in their
hearts for something much deeper and who want to be saved from
repeating the same old mistakes. Is there a truer knowledge to be
controlled, then, and who are worthy to be its mediators?

Garry W. Tramp/
Professor in the History of Ideas, Studies in Religion, The University of
Sydney
Co-founder, Gnostica
Editorial Board member and International Consultant for Australia and
New Zealand, Aries: Journal/or the Study o/Western Esotercism
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Editor's Preface
One periodically overhears the statement that: 'The only thing worth
talking about is "The Ineffible", . Though they might seem trite, these
words articulate, in their own fashion, a deep attraction, and probable
need, to embrace a seemingly impossible task for whatever reason. At
the very least, such efforts indicate a fascination with extending the
boundary between the limited, knowable reality, and unlimited
Ultimacy. Such, by its very nature, seems hidden from the structures of
language and, it can be argued, the associated cognitive constructs of
rationality. Nevertheless, esoteric realms can be revealed to ordinary
people under extraordinary circumstances, as they may be revealed
similarly to extraordinary people in perhaps ordinary circumstances.
Individuals come to gnosis by their peculiar paths. Furthermore,
they deal with such extraordinary knowledge also in their singular
ways, for whatever reason. The title of this collection of papers,
Esotericism and the Control ofKnowledge, was chosen deliberately for
its ambiguity as well as to provoke our contributers to explore its
possible implications in an open-ended creative fashion. That is, our
authors were invited to interpret the topic from the perspective of their
individual and peculiar appreciation of access to the esoteric.
Additional evaluation of the wide-ranging material that was selected
for this volume revealed three more-or-Iess equal categories. Of thirteen
articles, four are concerned with Methodological Approaches to
esoteric knowledge, another four papers address Esoteric Knowledge
itself, while the remaining five essays deal in their own ways with
Esoteric Practice.
Victoria Barker opens the first section on Methodological
Approaches. Her paper is a philosophical exercise that usefully
examines the logic of esoteric thought. Oarry Trompfs detailed essay
follows by discussing some dynamics of transition between the esoteric
and the exoteric, and vice versa, in the history of religion. The reader is
led then to the position of faith vis-a-vis gnosis. Carole Cusack's work
on Esotericism, Irony and Paranoia explores the tension between
esotericism and rational forms of cognition. In doing· so, she considers
Umberto Eco's fascination, attraction to (and final rejection of)
esotericism, for his preferred interpretation and commitment to

rationality and the scientific view. The first section on Methodological
Approaches concludes with David Pecotic's Gurdjieff and the Fourth
Way. In his concern with method, David provides a detailed exploration
of the categories of western esotericism.
The second section on Esoteric Knowledge commences with The
Elect and the Predestination of Knowledge. Here, Timothy Scott
employs the work of Frithjof Schuon to enquire into the
complementarity of esotericism to exotericism. A further examination
of Frithjof Schuon follows. Harry Oldmeadow goes on to penetrate The
Heart of the Religio Perennis in order to study the interdependence of
esotericism and exotericism. Matthew del Nevo's article On Spiritual
Knowledge deals briefly with direct experience and esotericism. It
evaluates the necessary relationship between the quality of knowledge
and intelligence. Andrew Itter ends section two with a consideration of
the experiential side of abstract doctrine. His Method and Doctrine
paper determines the need of access to the tradition, and its associated
'gatekeeper' to worthy knowledge.
The final section on Esoteric Practice begins with Glenys Eddy's
The Ritual Dimension of Western Esotericism. This work bears on the
manner of technique of attainment in the transformation of human
consciousness. Al Gabby follows with a paper that aims to define the
intellectual and cultural context wherein the Society for Psychical
Researchers was established and sustained on both sides of the Atlantic.
In doing so, his essay 'Very Slight Indications of a Revelation' relates
theory to praxis. Thereafter, Vietnamese Esoterica and the Chinese
Mystical Model directs the reader to eastern esotericism. In this
instance, Chris Hartney evaluates the esoteric and exoteric needs of
Caodists, and the potential for one form of praxis to compliment the
other. Paris Mawby, in his essay The Worm in the Bud, evaluates
secrecy as a valuable practice in itself. Section three, and the volume
itself, concludes with a paper entitled Na~iruta: Deep Knowledge. In
this essay, Na~oraia Hathem Saed appraises the extraordinary skill of
the Na~oraean, the enlightened gnostic of the Mandaean religion, in
generating Na§iruta, profound spiritual knowledge, through the unique
appreciation of a precious secret scroll. In some sense, mysterious
knowledge is revealed here to those with purified vision.
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As individual articles and as a collection, this volume represents
outstanding value to both scholar and practitioner with the interest and
need to understand and to appreciate the dynamics of esotericism.

Peace All Ways.
Edward F. Crangle
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